SERVICE PRO® HYBRID WIPER BLADES

DESCRIPTION: The all-new SERVICE PRO® Hybrid Wiper Blade features a soft cover and low-profile adapter with no end-caps for an original equipment look. This blade is a high quality solution for vehicles on the road today – including late model GM trucks and Audi/VW applications requiring the narrow channel adapter.

The SERVICE PRO® Hybrid Wiper Blade combines the strength and stability of a conventional blade with sleek aerodynamics for beam blade performance. Innovative multi-fit connector technology allows coverage for over 98% of applications.

FEATURES:
- Soft, aerodynamic cover to minimize wind lift during high speed operation
- Low profile adapter with pre-installed low profile J-hook adapter for quick and easy installation
- Enhanced windshield contact
- Durable and versatile
- Re-closable pouch-style packaging